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ABSTRAcT

A camputer least squares technique has been developed to campute

values of the activation energy, Q, the frequency factor, DQ, and their

standard deviations by using data obtained fram semi-infinite diffusion

couples and where Grube's solution of Fick's equation is appropriate.

The Gauss iteration method is employed to overcame the problems associated

with non-linear functions.  A FaRTRAN code is available to campute the

results.  Hcwever, initial estimates are necessary.  Methods of finding

the initial estimates are given.
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The phenamenological laws describing diffusion were first

formulated by Fickl by analogy to the equations of heat conduction
C

derived earlier by Fourier.  Most diffusion experiments are designed

so that diffusion occurs as the result of a concentration gradient

along one direction only, and it is appropriate to state Fick's law

to   express   the time dependent change of concentration  due to diffusion

as

BC B (D    BC  1

IE. = 32 C 32/ [11   '

where C represents the concentration of the diffusing species at a distance

x fram the interface after a time interval t, and D is the diffusion co-

efficient.

If D is independent of concentration, equation [11 may be rewritten as

BC     D  B C2

-2                                  [21ax           ax

2and D may be determined by the method of Qrube .  The use of probability

paper, intreduced by Johnson3, allovs evaluation of the assumption that D

is 'independent of concentration, and also provides a graphical method of

determining D.  If D is dependent upon concentration, as would be indicated

by a non-linear probability plat of the concentration-penetration data,

then it must be estimated by using the more camplicated Boltzinan.Matan04

method.  This method includes graphical integration to satisfy the Matano

assumptions and determination of BC/Bx by a tangent construction.  Very

recently a camputer Frogram  was developed far the Boltzman-Matano method.
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It is the intent of this article to present a camputer least squares

technique for. estimating diffusion parameters and their precision when

use   of   the
 
Grube method is appropriate. A specific example   6f this least

squares teehhique is its applicatian to the self-diffusion of plutenium62

STATEMENT OF THE PROELEM

A cammon experimental geametry far evaluating the diffusien coefficient,

D, in binary metallic systems is the semi-infinite diffusion couple.  In

this geometry two pieces of metal, the thicknesses of which are large in

comparison with the distance over which diffusion will occur, are bonded

together with a planar interface.  After a diffusion anneal far an                  <

appropriate time, t, at a temperature, T, the couple may be sectioned and

analyzed to obtain a concentration-penetration profile.  Far this geametry
*

and typical boundary conditions  the appropriate solution of equation [2] is

-              X              -

C-c                 2r2, 
1  -  1    1+ 2-                  -A

Co - Cl
2.

,                         e            di                           
                          [31

JO

The left hand slde of equation [3] is the normalized concentration vhere

al = initial concentration of the diffusing species on

the side of law concentration, and

C  = the initial concentration of the diffusing species

on the side of high concentration.

  (1)   C=C o far x>O,and C= cl for x<O whent=0.
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The right hand side of this equatien may be rewritten in terms of the error

function

C-C            X         •11
Co- el = 2 2//1 + erf ._. [3a]

to allaw use of err'ar function tables in computation.  It is assumed that
C-C

the    interface    coincides   with the plane where                -       1       =   0.5.
C  - C-0 1

.-..

Experimeirtally, it may be easier to measure distances from a reference
pl Ane   at  an  edge   of  the  diffusion couple rather  than  free the interface.

Daneting the experimentally measured distances as y, the relationship

x = (y - B) may be used far ceZputatien, F being the true distance from

the reference plane to the interface of the diffusion couple.

Experience allows that an Arrhenius-type equation usually may be

employed to describe the relationship between D and absolute temperature T

D =Diexp  ( -Q/RT)                             [41

where R = universal gas constant

Do= Frequency Factor
\

Q = Activation Energy

Values of D  and Q have theoretical significance in interpreting diffusion

behavior and are usually the values sought in a diffusion e3periment.

By making appropriate substitutions, the general relationship between

the measured variables and the desired parameters can be stated in the farm

- 1/2

Cij   -   °lj      =          1     2          f(Yij   -   Bj )/      4Dotja.Q/RTJ                       -12
e   dA   [51

oj - clj 9
4.9 1      -JO

-
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Generally  a   number of observations    (   i   =   1,    2,    3, . . . .n j)   of   y        and   Cij   areij

made  far  each   sample  which  has been annealed, and there   are   a' mimber   of

samples   (j  =  1,   2,   3 ....k) annealed at various times  tj and temperatures  Tj.  *

yij,  t   and  T   are  independent  variables  assumed  to be  known exactly    (i.e.,

they  are   free   fram   errar).       The   problem   is   to   estimate   Bj,    D ,   and   Q.
In the determination of the self diffusion coefficient for plutonium,

238
concentrations- C  , of the diffusing isotope Pu   were obtained by alpha'  ij

pulse-height counting techniques.        71    is   the    mimber   of counts assignable   to

Pu238, and 72 is the number of counts assignable to Pu239 anrl Pu240   rl  

independently ebserved counts, 7, the specific alpha activities, S, and
concentrations, C, are related by

71 S    Cij
= 238 -ij                             [6]

71   +72      S    C +S C  +S
238 ij 239 239 240 C240ij     ij

The concentrations C239 and C240 are known fram analysis of the starting

material.  The specific activity S (disintegrations per minute per gram)of

each isotope may be camputed fran the half life, t by the relation1/ 2'

-dN   ln 2S= · N                              [71dE = +
1/2

where N is the Inimber of attamv per gram of the isatope.

SOLUTION

The parameters in equation [5] are estimated by the method of least

squares. To olytain   the most significant infarmation   fram   the   data    it    is

desirable to weight the value of each point by an appreprlate factor Wij.

Weighting of points by the reciprocals of the estimated variances of the

observed points is cnrrmon practice. 7
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In the determination of the self-diffusion coefficient for plutonium

the cnneentratiens C are camputed by equation [6], fram the numbers of
ij

counts 71   and 70  ; each number af caunts is assumed to be distributedij      -ij                 8
as independent Poissen distributions. This distribution implies that the

estimate of the variance of 71  , far instance, is 71  .  It can be shown
ij                      ij

by propagation of errar that the estimate of the variance of C in
ij

equation [6] is
2

-                       --

S C +S C - 71
(,1  + 72  1AP 239 239 240   240                         i.1                   ij              1j /                           [8]CE.  =                    s                                    .31j

-

238

-  -   (72  ij)      -

and the approptiate weight W for C   is
'  ij'      ij

w                                                [91
1

i' -(St.,)'
Estimates of the parmiieters &6 , D , and Q in equation [5] are found

by minimizing the function

nl                              %                                   nk
G - I        Wil (Cil - fil)2 + I W        (C        -   f      )2  + .... 9 Wik(Cik- fik)2i2 i2 12  .1=1 i=1 i=1

' [10]

where                                                                                 t·                                            ,<,

1/2
-                                (yij   -   '5)/E4  Dotj   e-Q/RTj j

.Coj - 6(J                                              -t
2

fij  .         2  -2       1  + '  e    dl  + c:£j

0                                          Ill]
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with respect to the parameters Al' M2' .... Rk, Do, and Q.  It is impartant

to   note   that   Q   and   DI   remtain   constant   for all terms    of    G   but
1.6 

changes.

The technique of minimizing a sum of squares of differences between observed

data and the hypothesized functional form is well known.  Minimizing the

sum of the squares cculd be accampliahed by taking partial derivatives of G

with respect to the parameters and solving the resulting equations to obtain

estimates   of   the   parameters.        Unfortunately   the   resulting   equations    in   this

case are non-linear; hence they are extremely difficult to solve.

The technique employed to overcame this difficulty is known as the

Gauss Iteration Method. This method and its adaptability to high speed9
,,

10
camputing machines is discussed in great detail by Moare and Zeigler.

The method will be discussed briefly far the specific case of determining

self diffusion plutonium coefficients so that the reader may readily

follow the procedure.

The first step is to find provisional estimates of the parameters.

Techniques far finding original guesses will be given below.  The next

step is to approximate the ariginal function (see equation Ill]) in the

form   of   a   truncated   Taylor' s series about the estimates    af   the   parameters.

Thus,. after dropping second  and  higher arder terms, equaticn   [11]  may  be

appreximated as
k

0   .r     Cafe
\ / Bfoij \ 4 D     f     ij 1C =f

/ Bfo   1

ij       ij    t,i    \  j  /' a Bj  + ( BD       /      0 + \ a Q     )8 Q                [12]0/·        ·

If original estimates ef the parameters are denated as Do, Qo, and B 
0 /

(the  superscript o denates criginal estimates),  then f      is the function
ij



evaluated at the 1, jth point using the initial guesses, and the unknown

incremer,ts are defined   as   4, j    .   14    -   "j,    81)6   =   D    -    DI,    an,1   BA   =   Ql    -   QO,

where the superscript 1 denotes the new values after the first iteration.

Nate   *hnt    in  rl:29 the equatien   is   linear    in   the   unknswn   4[uantities   45,

LD  ,  and ZA. These values are found  by minlini zing
0

2

/Bfo   / bfo \ , -0\

I I      -ij  -  fo    - I i,    1   4*      -   l   --11     4  D.   - (:>)    =                               [1,113     .5- )   3    3Dbij        j                     -

with  respect  to  the  incremerts  41.,- 81)   .   and  ZQ.     The  resulting  equations
J    0.

jAX
(821 normal equations of the least squares method) are linear and the
17 .

ina*ements Obj, ADI and be are found by solving 'the set of normal equations.

 hese results are added   to the original   eetinates   ta   give   4,    131,    a:*1   Ql

and   the   camputations are repeated  to  find  Bj,   Dj  and  Q   . The iterations

are centinued until same desirable convergence criterion is. achieved.

In the plutonium experiments the criterion was that the Emallest change

-6in the increment was 10 times the value of the parameter.

Far the special case where refined estimates of D are desired, aj

computer code has been written which fits the hypothesized function to

the   jth   set    ef   data   in an analogous manner.        The function fitted   is

7

11/2
2  c                                          r (Yij  -  Bj)/4  4  DjtjJ

0  2 Cij   1 + 2- / e -1-dx        + e [14]
gij =                                                             1 j6' 4

The initial guesses   of  the   parameters   Bj,    Dj,   Do,   and   Q  may·  be

obtained   by graphical techniques.        Far    each diffusion couple   the
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concentration-penetration data are plotted on probability paper - the

normalized concentration, (Ci-cl)/(Co-cl)' on the probability axis and

the measured distance on the linear axis.  A straight line is then drawn

*
through the data poirrts. The

estimate af B  is feund by approximating the

abcissa carresponding to the point. on the line at the 50th percentile point.

The value ef Dj is found by appraximating the al,cissa corresponding to the

<         point  on  the  line  at  the  84th  percentile  point  ant  sul*raeting  fran  this  the

estimate   of  Bj.       If
this difference is

nated   aj,    then

2 /D = a /2t t 0j  j/ j

-Values of D  and Q may be estimated fram a plot· of D  aptl T  - values0
...

'                              of   D    are   plotted   en
a legarlthmic scale   and   1/T    en

a linear scale.       As

is well known, a straight line through the data points represents equation       -

[41, and estimates ef Q and Do are, respectively, the slope and intercept

of this line.

The least squares fit ef equation [51 is obtained by programming a

subroutine   for   the   General Least Squares   Cede of Moere   and   Zeiglerlo.       This

cede is written   in FGRTRAN language   far   the   IBM  7090   camputer.       The   sub-

routine is verified by fitting synthetic data calculated independently by

using equations [3]and [41.  Fram the experimental data the least squares

A    A
estimates  of the

parameters Do,  Q,  and  j  (j  =  1,2,...k)
are obtained.

\

*
Non-linear plots indicate that D varies with concentration and that use

of the Boltzman-Matano method is appropriate.
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The results also include the standard deviations of the parameters
A A A

00, c , and CA . and the weighted variance of the fit of the function
Bj'

to the data.
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